We show that the monodromy of a spherical conical metric is reducible if and only if it has a real-valued eigenfunction with eigenvalue 2 in the holomorphic extension of the associated Laplace-Beltrami operator. Such an eigenfunction produces a meromorphic vector field, which is then related to the developing maps of the conical metric. This paper can be seen as a new connection between the complex analysis method and the PDE approach in the study of spherical conical metrics.
Introduction
The study of the interplay between the geometry and the spectrum of geometrically related operators has a long history and has produced a lot of interesting results. In this paper, we study how the monodromy of a spherical metric with conical singularities influences the spectrum of the associated Laplace-Beltrami operator.
The main theorem is a spectral characterization of spherical conical metrics with reducible monodromy. Denote by ∆ g the Laplace-Beltrami operator of a metric g, and D Hol the domain of the holomorphic extension of ∆ g . Our main result in this paper is the following:
Theorem. A spherical conical metric g has reducible monodromy if and only if there is a real-valued eigenfunction φ ∈ D Hol satisfying
Let Σ be a compact Riemann surface, p = (P 1 , · · · , P n ) be an n-tuple of distinct points on Σ, and β = (β 1 , · · · , β n ) ∈ (R + \{1}) n be an n-dimensional vector. We say g is a spherical conical metric representing the R-divisor D = n j=1 (β j − 1)[P j ] on Σ, if g is a smooth conformal metric with constant curvature one on the punctured surface Σ\supp D = Σ\{P 1 , · · · , P n } and having conical singularities of angle 2πβ j at P j .
There has been a lot of recent development in understanding such spherical conical metrics. One of the features of this problem is that it can be approached from many aspects of mathematics including complex analysis, min-max theory, integrable systems, synthetic geometry, etc., see [McO88,  Tro91, LT92, Ere04, UY00, BDMM11, Car14, CLW15, LW10, CKL17, MP16, MP18, Ere17, Ere19, EG15, Kap17, Dey18, CWWX15, SCLX18, MW17, MZ17, MZ19, Zhu19b] and the references therein. This paper can be seen as a new connection between the complex analysis method and the PDE approach.
A (now-classical) way in complex analysis to view the spherical metrics is through its developing maps. For each spherical conical metric g, there exists a (usually non-unique) multi-valued locally univalent meromorphic map f : Σ\supp D → P 1 , called a developing map of g such that g is given by the pullback of f of the standard spherical metric. Such a developing map has the following three properties (cf. [CWWX15, Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.1]):
1. (Pull-back) Denote the standard metric on the sphere by g st = 4|dw| 2 (1+|w| 2 ) 2 for w ∈ C, then g = f * g st on Σ\supp D;
(Monodromy)
The monodromy of f is contained in PSU(2); 3. (Cone angle) Near each P j , the principal singular term of the Schwarzian derivative of f is given by 1−β 2 j 2z 2 . We note here that for a given spherical conical metric, its developing map is usually not unique, and are such maps all related by PSU(2) transforms. So the monodromy of the developing maps are all in the same conjugate class of PSU(2).
Among all the spherical conical metrics, there is a special class called reducible metrics.
Definition 1. A spherical conical metric g is called reducible if there exists a developing map with monodromy in U(1). Such a metric is called trivially reducible if the monodromy is trivial.
The study of such metrics was initiated in [UY00] , and has seen a lot of development recently [CWWX15, SX15, Ere17] . One feature of such metrics is that any developing map of such a metric gives a meromorphic differential ("character one-form"), which is dual to a meromorphic vector field [CWWX15] (also see Section 4.2). And there are constraints on the divisor D for such metrics to exist. When Σ = P 1 , Song and the first author [SX15] determined the angle constraints when all the angles are in 2πQ. Later Eremenko [Ere17] gave a complete answer on the angle constraint problem on P 1 . There is ongoing work of the first author and his collaborators [CLSX] on the case when the genus of Σ is positive. In [Zhu19a] the local rigidity of one family of such metrics was shown by using synthetic geometry which exemplifies the constraints on Supp(D).
On the other hand one can also view a spherical conical metric as a solution to the following singular Liouville equation:
where g 0 is a metric with the given conical data but not necessarily with constant curvature, and g = e 2u g 0 gives the sought-after constant curvature conical metric in the same conformal class. Here ∆ g 0 is the associated Laplace-Beltrami operator of g 0 . When some of the angles are bigger than 2π, the existence and uniqueness of solutions to this nonlinear equation is still not completely understood. One approach is via perturbation near a given spherical conical metric g, and one needs to study the linearized operator of the above equation, given by ∆ g − 2.
It is known that when all cone angles are less than 2π, the first nonzero eigenvalue λ 1 of ∆ g is bounded below by 2, and λ 1 = 2 if and only if g is a spherical football [LT92, MW17] . However, when some of the cone angles are bigger than 2π, 2 is no longer the lower bound, and the deformation is obstructed exactly when 2 is in the spectrum of ∆ g . In [MZ19] it is shown that the deformation can be unobstructed by "splitting" cone points, and there is a trichotomy of deformation rigidity depending on the dimension of eigenspace with eigenvalue 2. The number 2 also appears as the upper bound for the first nonzero eigenvalue in the eigenvalue isoperimetric problem among all smooth metrics on S 2 , where the standard spherical metric is the only extremal metric for λ 1 [Her70, KNPP17] . This problem of finding extremal metrics also has an analogue in Kähler geometry, where a positive lower bound on Ricci curvature gives a lower bound on the first nonzero eigenvalue [Lic58, Oba62] . In our case the reducible metrics are not extremal as 2 is no longer the first eigenvalue, however we remark here that our proof can be seen as an analogue where a similar Bochner technique is used (see Section 4.1).
Different from smooth metrics, in order for ∆ g of a singular metric to be self-adjoint one needs to fix the boundary conditions. One common choice is the Friedrichs extension ∆ Fr g , which is the only extension that only consists of bounded functions on Σ. This is also the extension one uses to solve the perturbation problem (1). However, in this paper we also consider another extension called holomorphic extension ∆ Hol g , which was introduced in [Hil10] in the case of flat conical metrics. We show that the functions in this extension is more related to this spectral geometry problem, as every eigenfunction in this extension is associated to a meromorphic vector field, hence indicating some symmetry of the metric itself. As an application we are also able to show that the dimension of real eigenfunctions in this eigenspace is completely determined by the monodromy (see Section 4.3).
We point out here that the eigenfunctions we find are actually in both the Friedrichs extension and the holomorphic extension (see Theorem 1). Therefore all reducible metrics are in the obstructed case discussed in [MZ19] . However, having 2 in the spectrum of the Friedrichs Laplacian does not imply the reducible monodromy property, and in fact there is evidence that there exist irreducible metrics with 2 in the Friedrichs spectrum. And in our theorem the assumption that the eigenfunction is real-valued is also essential. See more discussion in the Section 5.
We also mention another type of metrics called HCMU metrics, which has a similar structure where the curvature behaves similarly to the real-valued eigenfunction discussed here. There is also a corresponding existence of meromorphic vector fields and character 1-forms. See [Che00, LZ02, CCW05, CW11, CWX15] and the references therein for details. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe different self-adjoint extensions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. In Section 3 we construct appropriate eigenfunctions in the case of reducible metrics. In Section 4 we prove the other direction by constructing a meromorphic vector field and relating the vector field to the developing maps. In Section 5 we discuss the relation of our work to existing works and open problems.
2 Self-adjoint extensions of the operator ∆ g Consider the Laplace-Beltrami operator of a spherical conical metric g, denoted by ∆ g , acting on C ∞ c (Σ\supp D). Locally near a cone point of angle 2πβ, the geodesic coordinates give
So the Laplace-Beltrami operator is locally given by
This operator is of conical type, which has been extensively studied [Che79, BS85, BS88, Moo99]. Conical operators can be viewed as a rescaled version of b-operators [Mel93] . We now briefly recall some notations here. Let Σ D := [Σ; Supp(D)] be the surface Σ with cone points blown up, that is, we replace each puncture by a circle and introduce polar coordinates near the cone point. Denote by V b the b-vector fields on Σ D , which is smooth in the interior and locally given by a basis of {r∂ r , ∂ θ } near the punctures. Let Diff m b (Σ D ) be the space of b-differential operators, locally of the form
where each a jℓ ∈ C ∞ (Σ D ). A conical operator is a rescaled version, given by elements in r −m Diff m b (Σ D ). In particular, the Laplace operator ∆ g can be written as −r −2 [(r∂ r ) 2 + β −2 ∂ 2 θ ] + . . . where the remainder terms are smooth multiples of r 2 ∂ r and r∂ θ , hence lower order, therefore ∆ g ∈ r −2 Diff 2 b (Σ D ). Let L 2 b (Σ D ) be the L 2 space with respect to the b-measure which is locally given by dr r ⊗ dθ. Note that it is related to the L 2 space defined using dVol g by the following relation:
Using such b-based spaces for conic operators has certain advantages, as these functions satisfy certain dilation invariance properties.
There is a well-developed theory on the self-adjoint extensions of symmetric operators in the setting of manifolds with conical singularities, c.f. GM03, GKM06, GKM07] . For the particular case of the Laplace-Beltrami operator in this paper, we also refer to [Hil10, HK17] for the theory on flat conical surfaces. Since the theory only concerns the local behavior near each cone point and the leading part of ∆ g is given by the same operator in the flat conical setting, the expansions later in this section follow from exactly the same computation as in the flat case.
The closure of ∆ g in r −1 L 2 b (Σ D ) with respect to the graph norm is a symmetric operator
In other words, D max is the dual space of D min with respect to the L 2 product. There is a complete description of D min and D max in [GM03] . In particular, we have Proposition 1 ([GM03, Lemma 3.5, Proposition 3.6, Lemma 3.11]). The minimal and maximal domains of ∆ g satisfy the following properties:
Near a cone point of angle 2πβ, we can write out the expansion of an element in D max as following:
When there are multiple cone points, we use (a i k , b i k ) −J i ≤k≤J i for the expansion near P i . We refer to [Hil10, Proposition 3.3] for the explicit computation that justifies the above expansion. Note that if β i < 1, then the only coefficients remaining will be (a 0 , b 0 ).
The classical Von Neumann theory [RS80, RS75] shows that any selfadjoint extension of ∆ g is a middle-dimension space between D min and D ⊂ D max , and has a one-to-one correspondence with the Lagrangian in the space
Here the symplectic pairing is given by
(3)
where ·, · is the inner product in C J .
In particular, there are two extensions we are going to use:
Definition 2. The Friedrichs extension D Fr is defined by taking all bounded elements u ∈ D max , i.e. with an expansion
We also denote by ∆ Fr g and ∆ Hol g the two self-adjoint operators associated to the domain D Fr and D Hol .
In terms of complex coordinate z = |z|e iθ where |z| ∼ r 1/β , the two expansions are the following:
Notice that if all β i < 1, then all coefficients vanish except a 0 , which implies D Fr = D Hol .
A 2-eigenfunction
Theorem 1. If g is a spherical conical metric on Σ with reducible monodromy, then 2 ∈ Spec(∆ Fr g ) ∩ Spec(∆ Hol g ).
If g is a reducible metric, then it can be written (globally) as the pullback of spherical metric, i.e.
where f is a multiplicative developing map, i.e. the monodromy of f is contained in U(1). Its Laplace-Beltrami operator is then given by
Consider the following function on Σ \ Supp(D):
Since f is a multi-valued developing map, φ is also potentially multi-valued on Σ \ Supp(D). Also, φ is only defined on Σ \ Supp(D) a priori. However, we have the following lemma for reducible metrics:
Lemma 1. If g has reducible monodromy, then φ is single-valued on Σ.
Proof. Take a representative f of f outside the branch points of f . Since the monodromy of f is contained in U(1), it is straight-forward to check that |f|, and hence φ, is single-valued on Σ outside the branch points of f . We can also see that the definition of φ is independent of the choice of f. By [CWWX15, Theorem 1.4], φ extends continuously to Σ.
Remark. When g is irreducible, the function φ defined above is usually not single-valued. Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.4 in [CWWX15] .
Proof. Near a cone point with non-integer cone angle, using the expression of f = z β , we get the local expression of φ as
and hence φ has the following expansion
Near a cone point with integer cone angle 2πn, the developing map f has a different expression f = az n +b cz n +d where ad − bc = 1, and hence φ is given by
In either case it is easy to check that φ is in D Fr ∩ D Hol by comparing with (5) and (6).
And it is easy to check that φ is an eigenfunction by using the explicit expression of ∆ g (8):
∆ g φ = 2φ.
Hence we proved Theorem 1.
Example 1. Consider the standard sphere with the spherical metric dr 2 + sin 2 rdθ 2 , which is related to the metric (7) in conformal coordinates (where the developing map is f (z) = z, z = re iw ) by the following relation r = 2 arctan r, θ = w.
Then (one of) the 2-eigenfunctions is φ = cos r which is exactly the same as φ above. And the other two eigenfunctions {sin r cos θ, sin r sin θ} are given by the real and imaginary parts of 2f 1 + |f | 2 .
A spectral condition for reducible metrics
In this section we prove the following:
Theorem 2. If there is a real-valued eigenfunction φ ∈ D Hol satisfying ∆ g φ = 2φ, then g is a reducible metric.
Let φ ∈ D Hol be an eigenfunction with ∆ g φ = 2φ. We will first consider its complex gradient of φ, defined as
and show it is a meromorphic vector field, which will be related to the developing maps of g later.
Example 2. Take the three eigenfunctions on S 2 described in Example 1, then the three corresponding vector fields are holomorphic on the sphere:
Consider the double cover of a sphere via f : z → z 2 , which gives a conical metric with two antipodal cone points each with angle 4π. Then the three eigenfunctions from the sphere lift to the double cover. And the three meromorphic vector fields are given by
A meromorphic vector field
We first prove that X is meromorphic. The following proposition holds for any 2-eigenfunction in the holomorphic extension.
Proposition 2. Let φ ∈ D Hol be an eigenfunction (not necessarily realvalued) satisfying ∆ g φ = 2φ, then its complex gradient vector field X := φ ,z ∂ z is meromorphic on Σ. Moreover, X has the following properties: Locally write g = e 2u |dz| 2 , then we can write X as
by abusing a little bit the notation of (7). When away from cone points, by elliptic regularity it is easy to see that φ is smooth. Hence X is a smooth vector field away from cone points. Using Bochner's identity (see for example [Bal06, 1.38]), we have the following identity for X:
where ∇ * is the formal self-adjoint operator of ∇. Hence by [Bal06, (4.80)],
We now show that the following integration by parts is valid:
Note that all we need to show is that the left hand side converges, in other words ∇ (0,1) X is in L 2 , then using ∇X = ∇ (1,0) X + ∇ (0,1) X and pointwise (∇ (1,0) X, ∇ (0,1) X) = 0 one can apply integration by parts to get the right hand side. If (15) holds, then we get ∇ (0,1) X = 0.
To check that ∇ (0,1) X is indeed square integrable, we compute the decay rate of ∇ (0,1) X near each cone point. Take z = re iθ to be the complex coordinate near a cone point of angle 2πβ, we decompose the eigenfunction φ locally into Fourier series φ = k∈Z φ k (r)e ikθ . We now compute the functions φ k (r) and then use them to express X. There is a slight difference between the two cases β / ∈ N and β ∈ N, so we carry out the computation in the first case in details and then later point out the difference in the second case.
Near a cone point of β /
∈ N Near such a point the developing map f can be written as f = z β so the metric is given by
Recall z = re iθ . The equation ∆ g φ = 2φ then is given by
the Fourier decomposition of the equation gives a sequence of regular-singular ODEs:
Each ODE has two linearly independent solutions, with leading term r k and r −k respectively. By choosing φ ∈ D Hol , we require that for −J ≤ k ≤ J, each φ k has an expansion with leading term r k . Putting the leading term r k into the equation we see that in order to match the right hand side the next term should be given by r k+2β . And the next term to match the r k+2β term, the next term in the expansion is given by r k+4β . Iteratively we get φ k (r) = C k,0 r k + C k,1 r k+2β + C k,2 r k+4β + · · · + C k,j r k+2jβ + . . . ,
where C k,i is determined by the following iteration:
− 8β 2 C k,j−1 = (k + 2jβ) 2 − k 2 C k,j + 2 (k + 2(j − 1)β) 2 − k 2 C k,j−1 + (k + 2(j − 2)β) 2 − k 2 C k,j−2 (17) (When j = 1 the C k,j−2 term is removed.) It is then straightforward to check that C k,j are actually given by
On the other hand, for |k| > J, the assumption that φ is in L 2 (Σ, dVol g ) requires the solution φ k to be in the positive branch: φ k (r) = C k,0 r |k| + C k,1 r |k|+2β + C k,2 r |k|+4β + · · · + C k,j r |k|+2jβ + . . . . (19) where the coefficients C k,j , j > 0 can be determined again by C k,0 by the same expression as (18), except k is replaced by |k|. Note that the expression is different from (16) when k < −J.
Now we compute X and ∇ (0,1) X using this local expansion. The vector field X Compute the holomorphic gradient of φ as
Here we use the local expression of g and ∂z = e iθ 2 ∂ r − 1 ir ∂ θ to get
It simplifies to the following:
Recall when −J ≤ k ≤ J, φ k is given by (16). The first term is C k,0 r k , which is eliminated by the operator above. Therefore
2jβC k,j r k+2jβ−1 .
Hence
2jβC k,j r k+(2j−2)β+1 = 1 8β 2 j≥1C k,j r k+(2j−2)β+1 , (21)
whereC k,j = 2jβC k,j + 4(j − 1)βC k,j−1 + 2(j − 2)βC k,j−2 (for j = 1 the last term is removed). The same computation above applies to k > J as well. On the other hand, when k < −J the first term in φ k is not eliminated and we get
and therefore
whereC k,j satisfies
(for j = 1 the last term is removed).
Here we give the following observation ofC k,j , which will be used later. Proof. It follows directly by substituting (18) into the expression ofC k,j .
Expression of ∇ (0,1) X Now we compute ∇ (0,1) X which is a (1,1)-tensor, locally given by
Using the expression of X k obtained above, we compute ∂z(X k e i(k+1)θ ) = e iθ 2 (∂ r − 1 ir ∂ θ )(X k (r)e i(k+1)θ ) for each k. When −J ≤ k ≤ J, the first term in (21) is given by 1 8β 2Ck,1 r k+1 and it is again eliminated. So by Lemma 4, we simply have ∂z X k e i(k+1)θ = e i(k+2)θ 16β 2 j≥2C k,j (2j − 2)βr k+(2j−2)β = 0.
Note that when k > J, the same computation as in (24) applies . On the other hand, when k < −J, the leading term in (22) is not eliminated and using Lemma 4 we get
Since β / ∈ N, we have |k| > J > β, so the leading term in (25) satisfies |k| − 2β > −β. Recall that r = |z|, so in terms of the geodesic coordinates (r, θ) for which the associated volume form is rdrdθ, the computation above implies that each term decays slower than r −1 .
Combining the computation above, we have justified the integration by parts in (15) near a cone point with β / ∈ N.
Near a cone point with β = n ∈ N
Near such a cone point the developing map f is given by
for some a, b, c, d ∈ C with ad − bc = 1. By choosing a suitable coordinate and a representative of the developing map [FSX17] the metric is given by the same form as the non-integer case:
Therefore we can again obtain the expansion of φ k as following:
The computation of X and ∇ (0,1) X can now be applied verbatim, and we list the result here for
In terms of local coordinates it is given by
And it immediately follows that
We then compute ∇ (0,1) X which is locally given by k∈Z ∂z(X k e i(k+1)θ )∂ z ⊗ dz.
As before we compute ∂z(X k e i(k+1)θ ) = e iθ 2 (∂ r − 1 ir ∂ θ )(X k (r)e i(k+1)θ ) to get
Notice that J = n − 1, so we can check again that in both cases above the term has enough decay to be integrable. In the first case the smallest exponent k + 2n > 0. And in the second case, we have |k| − 2n > −n except when k = −(J + 1) = −n. If |k| − 2n > −n, then again notice that r −n ∼ r −1 so the term is integrable. If k = −n, then we have −2k − 2n = 0. In this case the leading term vanishes in ∇ (0,1) X and the next term in the expansion is integrable again.
Justification of the integration by parts argument
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 2.
Proof of Proposition 2. From the previous computation of ∇ (0,1) X near each conical point, we know that |∇ (0,1) X| 2 is integrable. Now we apply integration by parts (15), and get ∇ (0,1) X = 0 (30) which shows that ∇ (0,1) X is holomorphic on Σ \ Supp(D). We next show that X can be extended to a meromorphic vector field on Σ. From the expansion of X near each cone point (see expressions (21) (22) and (28)), we see that X is bounded by |z| −J , therefore there cannot be any essential singularities. Hence X must be meromorphic on Σ.
Moreover, we can see the worst order of pole of X from the expansion. For the behavior near a non-conical point, X is smooth since φ is smooth. And near a cone point, we look at the expansion of X and ∇ (0,1) X. If β / ∈ N, then all coefficientsC k,j for k < −J in (25) has to vanish because ∇ (0,1) X = 0, and this shows that the worst decay of X is given by the k = −J mode, which is r −J+1 by (21). In particular, if β < 1, then the worst decay is r 1 , so it is actually a zero for X; if β > 1, then the order of the pole is given by
On the other hand, if β = n ∈ N, then the coefficient C −J−1,0 in (29) might not vanish (since this term corresponds to k = −n and does not appear in ∇ (0,1) X), therefore the worst decay in X is given by this term and is of the order r −n+1 = r −J .
We remark here that the worst order of decay of X described in the proposition above applies to any 2-eigenfunction. The decay estimate will be improved in the next step by relating it to the developing maps, when we assume in addition that φ is real-valued.
From vector fields to reducible metrics
From now on we assume that the eigenfunction φ is real-valued.
Lemma 5. The algebraic dual one-form of X, denoted by Ω, is a meromorphic 1-form on Σ.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2 that X is meromorphic.
We denote by D X := (Ω) the divisor associated to the meromorphic one-form Ω. Suppose (U, z) is a coordinate chart that does not intersect supp D X supp D. Write g = e 2u |dz| 2 on U. Denote by F (z) the holomorphic coefficient of 4X in U, i.e. F (z) = 4e −2u φz. Lemma 6. There exists a positive constant C = C φ that is independent of U, such that
Moreover, the real part of the one-form Ω is exact on Σ\ supp D X supp D .
Proof. Since φ is a 2-eigenfunction of ∆ g , in local coordinates we have
Since F does not vanish anywhere in U, there exists a holomorphic function g(z) on U such that
Since φ is real-valued, we also have
Combining with F (z) = 4e −2u φz, we find that e 2u = 4φz
Therefore the holomorphic function 4g(z)F (z) satisfies
where the right hand side is a positive real function. By classical complex analysis, we can see that g(z)F (z) = C 2 for some positive constant C = C U on U. Since Σ\ supp D X supp D is connected, the constant C = C U does not depend on U. Hence we proved (31). By the first equality, we have
Since Ω = 4 dz F and C does not depend on U, we have that ℜ Ω is exact on Σ\ supp D X supp D . Then
is a multi-valued holomorphic function with monodromy in U(1). Moreover, on Σ\ supp (ω) supp D we have
Proof. We first observe that the divisor D X := (Ω) = (ω) since Ω is a multiple of ω. The monodromy property of f follows from the previous lemma that ℜω is exact on Σ\ supp (ω) supp D . Using (32), we have
Thus we have (34).
In order to show f * g st = g, it suffices to show that in any complex coordinate chart (U, z) not intersecting supp D X supp D, we have
Since |f ′ (z)| 2 = 4C 2 |f | 2 |F | 2 and |f | 2 = C−φ C+φ , the above equation follows from a direct computation.
Lemma 8. The one-form ω defined in (33) has only simple poles with real residues, and its real part is exact outside its poles. Moreover, the R-divisor D represented by the metric g and the Z-divisor (ω) associated to ω are related by D = (ω) 0 + P : pole of ω
where (ω) 0 is the zero divisor of the meromorphic one-form ω. In particular, a cone point of non-integer angle 2πβ must be a simple pole with residue ±β of ω, and a cone point of integer angle 2πn may be either a simple pole with residue ±n or a degree-(n − 1) zero of ω.
Proof. We divide the proof into the following three cases. Case 1: a smooth point Let P be a smooth point of the metric g such that X(P ) = 0. We show that P is a simple pole of ω such that Res P (ω) equals either −1 or 1. Take an open disc U centered at P such that U * := U\{P } does not intersect supp (ω) supp D. Since g is smooth on U, by [CWWX15, Lemma 3.2], we can choose a developing map of g| U * , denoted by h : U → P 1 , and a suitable coordinate z with z(P ) = 0, such that h(z) = az+b cz+d with ad − bc = 1. On the other hand, by Lemma 7, the restriction f | U * is a developing map of g| U * . Since f has trivial local monodromy around P , f extends to U and coincides with h up to a PSU(2) transformation. Therefore each representative f of the developing map f is also given by the form f(z) = az+b cz+d with ad − bc = 1 on U. Hence on U we have
.
Since ω has a pole at z = 0, we have that bd = 0 but b and d cannot both be 0 because ad − bc = 1, which implies that P is a simple pole of ω and has residue ±1. Case 2: a cone point of non-integer angle Let P be a cone point of angle 2πβ, where β > 0 is not an integer. We show that P is a simple pole of ω such that Res P (ω) equals either −β or β. Similar to the previous case, we take an open disc U centered at P such that U * = U\{P } does not intersect supp (ω) supp D. By Lemma 7, the restriction f | U * is a developing map of g| U * . Since f | U * has monodromy in U(1) and g| U * has a cone point of angle 2πβ at P , by the proof of Theorem 1.4 in [CWWX15] , there exists in U a complex coordinate z which is centered at P , such that in any disc contained in U * , each representative f of f has the form of either f(z) = µz β or f(z) =μz −β , where µ andμ are nonzero constants. Therefore, in a neighborhood of P we have ω = df f = ±β dz z .
Case 3: a cone point of integer angle
Let P be a cone point of angle 2πn, where n > 1 is an integer. We show that P is either a simple pole with residue ±n or a degree-(n − 1) zero of ω. Take an open disc U centered at P such that U * = U\{P } does not intersect supp (ω) supp D. Since g is smooth on U * and has a cone point with angle 2πn ∈ 2πZ at P , by [CWWX15, Lemma 3.2], we can choose a developing map h : U → P 1 for g| U and a suitable coordinate z with z(P ) = 0, such that h is given by h(z) = az n +b cz n +d with ad − bc = 1. On the other hand, by Lemma 7, the restriction f | U * is a developing map of g| U * . Since f has trivial monodromy around P , f extends to U and coincides with h up to a PSU(2) transformation. Therefore each representative f of f also has the form of f(z) = az n +b cz n +d with ad − bc = 1 on U. Hence on U we have
dz.
If bd = 0, then P is a degree-(n − 1) zero of ω. Otherwise, P is a simple pole of ω with residue ±n .
Proof of theorem 2. It follows immediately from Lemma 8. Moreover, ω is a character one-form [CWWX15, Definition 1.3] of the reducible metric g.
Corollary 1. The function φ extends continuously to Σ and is smooth outside those poles with non-integer residues of ω. The positive constant C in Lemma 6 equals max Σ |φ|. Moreover, φ achieves the maximum C (resp. the minimum −C) at each pole of ω with positive (resp. negative) residue. Each zero of ω is a saddle point of φ.
Proof. It follows from (34), Lemma 8 and the local behaviour of f near cone points described in the proof of Lemma 8.
Remark. This corollary shows that such φ is also in the Friedrichs extension. Proof. Choose a multiplicative developing map f of the reducible metric g.
The dimension of the 2-eigenspace

Case 1: (nontrivial) reducible monodromy
Suppose the monodromy of f is non-trivial. Then there are exactly two multiplicative developing maps, f and 1/f , for the metric g. Since each real-valued 2-eigenfunction φ of ∆ Hol g can be expressed in terms of such a developing map as (34), we can see that the dimension of E Hol R equals one. Case 2: trivial monodromy Suppose that g is the pullback metric f * g st by a branched cover f : Σ → P 1 . First we know that dim E Hol R ≥ 3, as the three eigenfunctions on S 2 lift to Σ via the pullback, and they give three independent eigenfunctions. On the other hand, for a real-valued 2-eigenfunction φ with maximum 1, by (34), there exists constants a, b such that |a| 2 + |b| 2 = 1 and φ = 1 − |g| 2 1 + |g| 2 for g = af + b −bf +ā .
By a simple computation, we find that φ is a linear combination of the following three 2-eigenfunctions:
1 − |f | 2 1 + |f | 2 , ℜ 2f 1 + |f | 2 and ℑ 2f 1 + |f | 2 .
Therefore we showed that the dimension in this case is 3.
Further discussion
The spectral condition we described uses a real eigenfunction in the holomorphic extension, which then is automatically a function in the Friedrichs extension, i.e. the coefficients a k in (6) all vanish. However, one cannot replace the statement of the theorem by using a real eigenfunction in the Friedrichs extension. In fact, works by Mondello-Panov [MP18], Eremenko-Gabrielov-Tarasov [EGT16] , and Chen [Che19] suggest that there exist irreducible metrics with eigenvalue 2 in its spectrum of the Friedrichs Laplacian. And it is ongoing work to find an explicit example and understand the behavior of its associated complex gradient vector field, which is no longer guaranteed meromorphic.
One thing to notice here is that, even though the Laplace-Beltrami operator is real, Friedrichs extension is the only extension that respects the real splitting. That is, we have the following relation for a function φ = u + iv, ∆ g φ = 2φ ⇐⇒ ∆ g u = 2u, ∆ g v = 2v, and φ ∈ D Fr ⇐⇒ u ∈ D Fr , v ∈ D Fr .
However for the holomorphic extension we only have φ ∈ D Hol ⇐= u ∈ D Hol , v ∈ D Hol .
The observation above justifies the choice of a real eigenfunction in the statement of the theorem. And it is unknown whether for a reducible metric there exists any nontrivial complex-valued eigenfunction in the holomorphic extension, such that its real or imaginary part is not in the same extension. And corresponding to Theorem 3, one may ask the question about the complex dimension of all such functions. Similarly, there is a question whether an irreducible metric can have a nontrivial complex-valued eigenfunction in the holomorphic extension, which is not excluded by our theorem. By Proposition 2 any such eigenfunction would produce a meromorphic vector field, and it is an interesting question whether there is any geometric implication if such a metric exists.
